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descriptions original air dates cast listing writers and directors seth green actor austin powers in goldmember seth 
green has starred in numerous films and television series including the austin powers trilogy A Treasure Deep (Perry 
Sachs Mystery Series #1): 

0 of 0 review helpful Alton Gansky books hard to lay down By Jackie S I have all three of the Perry Sacks books very 
interesting keeps you reading hard to lay down He is a Christian the books do not labor the fact but you can tell by 
remarks that just go with the flow of the story The details of the geographic location make you feel as if you are there I 
do not like to give details of the book to readers just know Treasure unbelievable historic and dangerous awaits Perry 
Sachs The famous engineer knows the treasure is buried just outside Tejon California And he knows that whoever 
buried the booty years before rigged it with enough booby traps to send would be fortune hunters into early retirement 
or the grave But Perry is no mere fortune hunter He and his team of workers from Sachs Engineering tackle the task 
with vision and faith The greatest challenge is not simply outwi From Publishers Weekly In this suspense novel for the 
CBA market the author of Dark Moon spins a tale of genetics biblical archeology and avarice When engineer Perry 
Sachs attempts to rescue Dr Jamison Henri from the hands of a thug Sachs comes to possess a 
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